
Last day of school fun

1. Least Favorite Class

2. Unit Of Time-Plural

3. Noun

4. Adjective

5. Noun

6. Adverb

7. Noun

8. Noun

9. Verb - Past Tense

10. A Feeling

11. Noun

12. Food

13. Adjective

14. Friend One

15. Food

16. Adjective

17. Adverb

18. Friend Two

19. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

20. Friend Three

21. Adjective

22. Adjective

23. Verb - Base Form
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24. Friend Four

25. Clothing Item-Plural

26. Color

27. Pattern

28. Noun

29. Type Of Hat

30. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

31. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

32. Number

33. Verb - Base Form

34. Part Of Body

35. Noun

36. Adjective

37. Adjective

38. Noun

39. Animal

40. Noun



Last day of school fun

You had finished with your least favorite class test several minutes ago, and sadly there were still ten

Unit of Time-plural left to go in the period. You just stared at the Noun tick down wondering how

could a teacher give a test on the last day of school. It was so Adjective to concentrate as all you were

thinking about was summer.

Finally the Noun rang, and you Adverb gathered Noun stuff. Your teacher called to

everyone, "Have a Good Noun !", but you were already out the door.

You Verb - Past Tense out of school all full of a feeling , and got into your brand new Noun

. Your friends and you had planned to meet up at the nearest food restaurant. You love hanging out

with your friends, because they are so Adjective .

When you got there Friend One waved to you, and you said down. You ordered food . You were

really Adjective so you ate very Adverb .

"Man, I am so glad schools over," said Friend Two .

"Me too, this summer I'm going to do a lot of Verb - Present ends in ING ," Friend Three responded.

You and your all finished up your Adjective food, but then you realized that now you had nothing to do

for the rest of the day. So you thought, and thought. Then you had a/an Adjective idea.

"Let's go to the pool to Verb - Base Form ," you suggested.

"I'm in," agreed Friend Four .

So you all went to the pool, but first you guys had to get your Clothing Item-plural . Your favorite was the

color



pattern one, and so you grabbed that one. You also decided to grab your Noun , sunscreen, and

type of hat .

After you and your friend have all your stuff you all head to the pool. You have a great time Verb - 

Present ends in ING , and Verb - Present ends in ING off the diving boards. Sadly after only Number

hours at the pool it starts to rain and lightning.

"Everyone out of the pool as quickly as you can," yells the lifeguard afraid that someone might get electrocuted.

You and your friends get out of the pool, and Verb - Base Form for cover from the rain.

Sadly you slip on the the now wet grass, and fall right on your Part of Body . You get up spitting out

Noun . You continue your trek to shelter, but this time more Adjective .

You sit inside away from the rain, and about the past school year. You talk about the Adjective moments,

the Noun , and the one time a Animal got into your classroom. You can't wait to spend more of

the summer with your Noun .
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